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Facility locations
Auckland DHB

Waitemata DHB

3 Facilities

5 Facilities

188 Beds

344 Beds

123 Staff

215 Staff

Bay of Plenty DHB

Counties Manukau DHB

3 Facilities

4 Facilities

181 Beds

281 Beds

109 Staff

192 Staff

Waikato DHB
1 Facility
60 Beds

1,054

39 Staff

Beds by care type
Rest Home
254
Hospital		
705
Dementia Care 95

Values

CHT Healthcare Trust aims to ensure a truly resident focused experience in our facilities by
building on our five values:

Compassion
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Companionship

Comfort

Care

Connected

CHT Acting Chief Executive Stuart Tabuteau and CHT Chairman Graeme Edmond

Chairman and
Chief Executive’s Report
The past year has been incredibly challenging as the world grapples with
a global pandemic. CHT has shown significant resilience and adaptability
as we have learnt new ways of working and communicating and we will
be using this experience to continue to build strong connections with our
communities. We appreciate how difficult the past year has been for our
residents, their families and our staff. We would like to thank our dedicated
and committed staff for the outstanding contribution they have made to
providing the very best care for our residents in these challenging times.
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Sector leadership
CHT has taken an active role in sector leadership since
we were established. The CHT Aged Care Fund was
established in 2019 to support research and innovation
in the sector. The first grant recipients were the
University of Auckland/University of Waikato for their
project to evaluate case mix funding for short-term care.
The project is coming to an end, with the results due
in August this year.
During the year, two further projects received grant
funding. The first being the University of Waikato for
their project to continue evaluating case mix funding
but for long-term care. The aged care sector is moving
towards funding being based on a more precise measure
of dependency than the four levels of care that currently
underpin the pricing structure. The project will involve
research at two CHT facilities in Auckland and two
Summerset facilities in the Waikato and is set to
commence later this year.
The second grant recipient was the New Zealand
Dementia Foundation (NZDF) for their Dementia
STARs project. The project will create a suite of
eight Dementia STARs (Short Trainings in Awareness
and Responsiveness in dementia care) which will be
made available free of charge on NZDF’s web portal.
The aim of the project is to advance and promote
workforce development in the dementia sector by
producing and making freely available a series of brief
education sessions for aged residential care workers
to support continued person-centred care amongst
the workforce. The project commenced in June and is
expected to complete in April 2022.
Further information on the CHT Aged Care Fund can
be found on page 13 of this report.

Financial results
Despite the challenging operating environment caused
by COVID-19, CHT’s operating surplus for the
financial year was $8.2 million, up from $7.7 million
in the prior year. The increased surplus was driven
by additional capacity coming on line as development
projects completed, offset by cost pressures in
relation to the increased global demand on medical
supplies, additional staffing during the lockdowns and
staff isolation payments, combined with increased
depreciation resulting from completed developments.
Occupancy for the year was 92.7%, well above the
sector average of 87% and down slightly on the prior
year result of 93.8%. We opened 52 new beds during
the latter half of the year, and it normally takes 6 to 12
months to achieve full utilisation of new capacity.
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The major development programme and considerable
investment being made in upgrading and enhancing
existing building stock means that CHT will have a
very high standard of facility across the group, well
configured to perform strongly.

Operating achievements
CHT’s facilities have long been designed around small
care suites holding 8 to 12 residents. This feature is not
only highly valued by our residents and families who
feel comfortable coming into a small community rather
than a big institution, it has also helped us deal with the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Cohorting staff
and residents is so much easier in our facilities when
the requirement arises to put parts of the facility
into isolation.
Under the Ministry of Health’s certification of residential
aged care services, four years is considered to be the
gold standard for certification. It was very pleasing that
two more CHT facilities achieved that goal this year:
CHT Te Awamutu and CHT Peacehaven.
Our focus on continuous improvement has seen us
implement two digital improvement projects this year.
In November last year, we implemented a new Visitor
and Contractor Management System. The system is
tablet-based, easy to use and is integrated with our
patient management system VCare. The implementation
has removed the need for paper-based visitor sign-in
books and improved visibility of visitor, contractor and
resident movements allowing us to easily know who is
onsite at any time.
In January, we commenced the rollout of enhanced
electronic resident records using a tablet-based
version of our patient management system VCare.
The implementation allows caregivers and nurses to
capture clinical data at the point of care, removing the
need for paper based records. The rollout is happening
progressively throughout the 2021 calendar year and
has been well received by staff.

Major capital developments
CHT has completed its most significant capital development programme in history, with three major developments
and a refurbishment project completing during the year. The COVID-19 lockdowns pushed the completion dates of
most projects out by two months.

CHT Carnarvon

CHT Bernadette

In November 2020, the third and final stage of CHT
Carnarvon in Henderson, Auckland was completed.
The facility was acquired by CHT in November 2016
as a 40 bed facility built around a heritage homestead.
The facility now consists of a new 60 bed facility on a
single level developed in CHT’s distinctive style with six
individual suites with 10 bedrooms around a beautiful
internal courtyard. Each suite has its own lounge,
dining and kitchenette encouraging small communities
of residents and families. The original homestead has
been restored ensuring that the history of the site has
not been lost.

The project at CHT Bernadette in Mt Maunganui
commenced with the demolition of the old rest home
wing and construction of a new 17 bed addition to the
hospital wing. The new beds opened in November 2019.
The next stage involved the refurbishment and
modernisation of the old hospital wing as well as
improvements to the nurses’ station and reception.
The completed refurbishment opened in November
2020 and has had strong demand, achieving full
occupancy by February 2021.

CHT Acacia Park

CHT Amberlea

The second and third stages of the redevelopment
of our site in Omokoroa, CHT Acacia Park, were
completed in November 2020 and March 2021 as we
progressively demolished the old building to make way
for the new 60 bed facility. CHT acquired Acacia Park in
October 2015, and the new two-storey facility has been
designed to take advantage of the site’s prime position
on the Omokoroa Peninsula and has commanding
views of the Kaimai Ranges and an extensive internal
courtyard. Since opening, CHT Acacia Park has
received strong interest from the community, exceeding
expectations by achieving full occupancy by April 2021.

In November 2020 we also opened the newly created
15 bed dementia unit at CHT Amberlea in Algies Bay,
where residents have the most stunning views across
the Bay. There is a shortage of high quality dementia
beds in the area and CHT has made the best use
of the facility to create a first class dementia unit.
CHT has been providing dementia care since our first
unit opened at CHT Hillcrest in 1991 and we now
have five dementia care units across the Trust.
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Workforce and training

Distribution of caregiver wage rates

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the
closure of our borders has had a significant impact on
the ability to recruit Registered Nurses. The DHBs
continue to draw nurses from non-DHB providers
causing added pressure. The aged care sector has
been advocating for pay parity with DHB nurses to
stem the flow of nurses to the DHBs. Our registered
nurse turnover has been running at high levels for
several years with the combination of immigration
settings and DHB wage rates having a major influence.
CHT continues to rely on a new migrant workforce
with 49% of our staff from overseas, mainly from Asia
or India.
Ethnic composition of CHT workforce
Maori 2% Other 2%
Not stated 7%

Asian 26%
Pacific 16%

European 24%

Indian 23%

The Care and Support Workers (Pay Equity) Settlement
Act 2017 prescribes rates of pay for Healthcare Assistants
and Activities Coordinators based on qualifications. The
final pay increase under the act will take effect in July 2021.
It is a satisfying achievement that 51% of CHT eligible
staff are now employed at Level 4 compared with 18%
when the legislation came into effect.

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Level 1
2017

Level 2
2018

Level 3
2019

2020

Level 4
2021

The Altura training platform we introduced in 2019
continues to deliver strong employee engagement with
training and the training modules are very popular with
staff. Over 7,100 courses were completed on Altura
during the year.

Quality indicators
The Board’s Quality, Health and Safety subcommittee
reinforces our relentless emphasis on quality, resulting
in significant improvements in the majority of our
quality indicators over the last 5 years:
Rate per 1,000 bed-days
2016

2021

Infections

4.8

4.2

Falls

10.0

10.1

Medication Errors

0.8

0.2

Complaints

1.2

0.6

CHT has very satisfied residents and families. 80% of
our residents would recommend CHT to family and
friends, over 93% view our staff as helpful and friendly
and 89% are satisfied or very satisfied with our care.

Regulation
Health and Disability System Review
In April 2021, the Government announced its Health
and Disability System Review. Its response sets out
fundamental changes to the New Zealand health system
that includes a decision to replace all 20 DHBs with one
national organisation, Health NZ – a Crown Entity.
The overarching objective of the reform is that where
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you live in the country should not impact the range,
quality and access to services you receive.
The reforms are expected to take three years to
complete with a timeline of July 2022 to disestablish
the existing 20 DHBs and merge their functions into a
single entity to lead day-to-day running of the system
for the whole country. Primary and community services
will be commissioned through four regional divisions
each of which will network with a range of district offices
(Population Health and Wellbeing Networks) who will
develop and implement locality plans to improve the
health and wellbeing of communities. We are hoping
that the reforms improve the overall function of the
health and disability system.
The reforms are not expected to have an immediate
impact on DHB funding under aged residential
care contracts.

Funding
Funding for the residential aged care sector has continued
to lag behind the costs to provide the services. The New
Zealand Aged Care Association (NZACA), on behalf of
the sector, leads the negotiations with the Ministry of
Health and DHBs to set the funding rates. Changes to the
rates are implemented annually on 1 July. The NZACA
has set out a number of issues that need to be considered
when setting the new rates applicable from 1 July 2021,
including:
• Pay parity for registered nurses with their
counterparts working in public health settings;
• The legislated (Care and Support Workers
(Pay Equity) Settlement Act 2017) increase to
caregiver pay rates effective 1 July 2021;
• Allowances for the extra public holiday (Matariki)
and the additional five days of sick leave;
• A higher funding rate for palliative care;
• Remote working allowances; and
• General cost inflation.

Management changes
It was with deep sadness that we experienced the
passing of our friend and colleague, Stuart Manning
in November 2020. Stuart was with CHT for over
seven years and not only was he an experienced Area
Manager; he was very caring and compassionate and
had a wonderful sense of humour.
Another experienced Area Manager, Liz Webb, retired
from her role in January 2021. Liz had been with CHT
for over 13 years. Liz made a significant impact on the
organisation and we wish her well in her retirement.

As noted in last year’s annual report, Max Robins retired
in December 2020 after 21 years’ service as CEO. Max
made a significant contribution to CHT over this period,
building and enhancing the Trust’s reputation for sound
financial performance and sustained and reliable delivery
of quality residential aged care services.
During the year, we welcomed three new members to
the Senior Management Team:
• Tony McCrystal joined in May 2020 as Property
Manager. Tony brings extensive experience most
recently at Kiwi Property as Portfolio Facilities Manager.
• Wynnona Faustino was appointed as Area Manager
in January 2021. Wynnona has been with CHT
since 2013 when we acquired CHT Peacehaven.
Wynnona has been the Unit Manager of CHT
Peacehaven for the past five years.
• Helen Franklin joined in March 2021 as Area Manager.
Helen has extensive hospital experience as well
as holding management roles in the Aged
Care environment.

Note from the Chairman
Following Max’s retirement in December, Stuart
Tabuteau, our Chief Financial Officer, appointed in March
2020, was appointed as Acting CEO. Stuart has done
an excellent job of managing the challenges of balancing
both the CFO and CEO roles while ensuring that CHT
continues to deliver on its reputation for providing
quality residential aged care services. The Board would
like to thank Stuart for his leadership and dedication
during this period of transition for CHT.
In April 2021, I was pleased to announce the
appointment of Carriann Hall as our new CEO.
Carriann joins us from the Hawkes Bay DHB where
she held the position of Executive Director Financial
Services, responsible for a broad portfolio including
Finance, Facilities, Procurement Supply Chain,
Organisational Risk and Compliance, Health, Safety
and Wellbeing, Human Resources and Privacy.
Carriann has extensive health sector experience at senior
management levels, both in the United Kingdom and in
New Zealand, complemented with senior management
financial services experience in the private sector.
We look forward to welcoming Carriann when she joins
CHT in early July 2021.

Graeme Edmond
Chairman

Stuart Tabuteau
Acting Chief Executive
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Our people
Employee satisfaction
We continue to enjoy a high level of staff satisfaction, with 82.5% stating they are satisfied or very satisfied with their
employment at CHT. 80% are satisfied or very satisfied with the training they receive, 80% are satisfied or very
satisfied with the way their manager communicates with them, and 84% saying they are satisfied or very satisfied
with the way they are treated by their manager.
EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

82.5%

Meet some of our team
Helen Franklin - Area Manager
Helen joined CHT in March 2021, following a long career in the UK and New Zealand as
a Registered Nurse, Emergency Theatres, Trauma & Anaesthetics specialist and having held
management roles in the Aged Care environment.

Wynnona Faustino - Area Manager
Wynnona has worked for CHT since it acquired Peacehaven in 2013, in various clinical and
management roles, including as a Clinical Co-ordinator and Unit Manager, before being
appointed as Area Manager in January 2021.

Tony McCrystal - Property Manager
Tony’s responsibilities include overseeing the CHT property portfolio, business
operations, ongoing refurbishment and developments. We welcome his extensive
and diverse experience, innovative approach and leadership skills.
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Our residents
53%

34%

47%

18%
2014

RESIDENT GENDER
The proportion of female residents is 53%
and male residents 47%.

11%

30%

less than
14 DAYS

less than
90 DAYS

2021

SHORT TERM CARE
Short term care increased from 18% of ARC admissions
in 2014 to 34% of ARC admissions in 2021,
a 3% decrease on 2020.

46%
less than
6 MTHS

58%
less than
1 YEAR

74%
less than
2 YEARS

LENGTH OF STAY
Length of stay for residents admitted for long term care continues to remain stable over time. 11% of residents have a
length of stay of less than a fortnight, 30% have a stay of less than 90 days, 46% with stays less than six months,
58% less than one year and 74% less than two years.
RESIDENT & FAMILY EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK
SATISFACTION WITH CARE

89.1%

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0

Satisfaction has reached its highest point in four years, with 89.1% of residents and families stating that they are
consistently satisfied or very satisfied with our care, a direct reflection of our commitment across all Units to
providing the best care and communication.
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Meet a few of our residents
Mary Mellor, CHT Peacehaven
Irish-born Mary has lived in New Zealand for 50 years in the Blockhouse
Bay area, so CHT Peacehaven was the perfect choice for aged care in
her neighbourhood! Mary had tried a few other facilities before choosing
CHT Peacehaven over four years ago, as it came highly recommended
by a friend from her church who was a resident here at the time.
Mary enjoys the activities on offer and has her say at all resident meetings.
Mary has voiced her appreciation for how caring staff and management
are and loves how well informed she feels as a resident.

Gwen Sunda, CHT Onewa
Since moving into CHT Onewa in 2018, Gwen has become a colourful
addition to the resident community! Her energetic spirit and love
for music have been catered for thanks to the musical entertainment
and outings, with Gwen’s eyes brightening up the moment a visiting
entertainer performs. Singing along, and even dancing once in a while,
keeps Gwen vibrant, and she also thoroughly enjoys heading out to local
parks, beaches and venues with other residents.

Joan McBain, CHT St Margarets
Joan, our resident Queen Elizabeth impersonator, came to CHT St
Margarets in June 2020, after previously living locally on the Te Atatu
Peninsula with her daughter. UK-born Joan moved to NZ in 1958, where
she was a factory worker for many years. An avid fan of UK television
shows like Coronation St, Emmerdale Farm, The Chase and talent shows,
Joan also loves music, socialising with other residents at meal times and
joining in the various activities. Another big highlight for Joan is going on
outings with her family to enjoy lunch and events together.

Aileen Leedham, CHT St Johns
Celebrating her 100th birthday, as well as seeing her son get married
on the same day, has made 2021 an extra special year for Aileen. Cards
from the Queen, Governor-General and Prime Minister to wish her
well on her milestone birthday were a real treat! A mother of seven,
enthusiastic bowler, card player and traveller, Aileen was initially a
resident at CHT Royal Oak before transferring to CHT St Johns in
2019 when her level of care need increased.
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Activities programme
A vitally important aspect of life at CHT is ensuring that our residents have access to a diverse
range of activities, tailored to a variety of abilities and interests and delivered by our passionate
team and community volunteers.
Spanning religious services, cultural and holiday celebrations, performances from local groups, stimulating outings and
activities designed to keep active, our residents are encouraged to participate as they wish.
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Developments
Despite delays due to the COVID-19 lockdowns in 2020, CHT completed its largest
development programme ever, with three major developments and a refurbishment project
completing during the year.

CHT Carnarvon

CHT Bernadette

CHT Carnarvon in Henderson, Auckland was
transformed from a 40 bed facility built around a
heritage homestead, to a new 60 bed facility featuring
six individual suites with 10 bedrooms around a beautiful
internal courtyard, lounge, dining and kitchenette.
The original homestead has been restored ensuring
that the history of the site has not been lost.

The project at CHT Bernadette in Mt Maunganui
commenced with the demolition of the old rest home
wing and construction of a new 17 bed addition to
the hospital wing, followed by the refurbishment
and modernisation of the existing hospital wing and
improvements to the nurses’ station and reception.

CHT Acacia Park

CHT Amberlea

The second and third stages of the redevelopment
of our site in Omokoroa, CHT Acacia Park, were
completed in November 2020 and March 2021 as
we progressively demolished the old building to make
way for the new 60 bed Unit. The new two-storey
facility has been designed to take advantage of the site’s
commanding views of the Kaimai Ranges and water,
along with an extensive internal courtyard.

A newly created 15 bed dementia unit at CHT
Amberlea in Algies Bay offers residents the most
stunning views across the Bay as well as a first class
secure facility to meet the demands of the local
community. CHT has been providing dementia care
since our first unit opened at CHT Hillcrest in 1991
and we now have five dementia care units across
the Trust.
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CHT Aged Care Fund
CHT continues to take an active role in sector leadership with the CHT Aged Care Fund,
established with the core ambition to enhance the wellbeing of older people, through grants each
year across research, access to care and workforce development initiatives.
Selected to receive the inaugural grant, Professor John Parsons of the University of Auckland piloted a casemix project
over a six month period at CHT’s rest home, hospital and dementia unit in Te Awamutu, as a practical demonstration of
how his casemix model can perform. Professor Parsons’ model uses 15 distinct categories across rehabilitation, clinical
complexity, cognitive or behavioural issues, physical function and daily activity levels of an individual to form a full picture of
that person, and more accurately determine their needs. The project results are eagerly anticipated in August this year.
During 2021, two further projects received grant funding - the New Zealand Dementia Foundation (NZDF) for their
Dementia STARs (Short Trainings in Awareness and Responsiveness) project to create a suite of free educational content
to advance and promote workforce development for aged residential care workers to support continued person-centred
care amongst the workforce. The project commenced in June and is expected to complete in April 2022.
The University of Waikato also received extended funding to enable continued evaluation of their casemix funding, but for
long-term care. The aged care sector is moving towards funding being based on a more precise measure of dependency
than the four levels of care that currently underpin the pricing structure. The project will involve research at facilities in
Auckland and the Waikato and is set to commence later this year.
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Key Performance Indicators
REVENUE

$73.5M
60.1

64.5

OPERATING SURPLUS

73.5

67.9

$8.2M

8.9

9.0

8.7

52.5

7.7

TOTAL ASSETS

OCCUPANCY

$160.8M
151.7
126.0

127.4

160.8

93.3%

139.3

1,054
997

92.7%

976

92.7%

93.8%

92.7%

90.0%

NUMBER OF BEDS

924

8.2

NUMBER OF FACILITIES

16

1.054
16

1,002

16

16

16

14
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Clinical KPI trends
Rate per 1,000 bed days1

Rate per 1,000 bed days1

We strive for continual improvement across care provided and
clinical performance.
Each month CHT measures and reports adverse events, providing valuable insights to help us continually improve the
quality of our care and service. Events are recorded as a rate per thousand bed days.
Across CHT locations, the rate of infection, medication errors and complaints have all fallen to the lowest rates in
five years. Falls have risen in proportion to the increased level of hospital level care admissions.
1. Following a data quality review in 2021, prior period comparatives have been updated accordingly.
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CHT St Johns
54 Pah Road
Epsom 1023

09 625 6054

CHT Lansdowne
105 Botany Road
Howick 2010

09 535 4244

CHT Hillcrest
86 Friesian Drive
Mangere 2022

09 275 8349

CHT Peacehaven
55 Kinross Street
Blockhouse Bay 0600

09 627 8653

CHT St Christophers
230 St George St
Papatoetoe 2025

09 278 4637

CHT Halldene
35 Bay Vista Drive
Red Beach 0932

09 426 3252

CHT Onewa
202-204 Onewa Road
Birkenhead 0626

09 481 0447

CHT Glynavon
50 Boucher Ave
Te Puke 3119

07 573 6458

CHT St Margarets
52 Beach Road
Te Atatu 0610

09 834 4963

CHT Bernadette
25 Taupo Ave
Mt Maunganui 3116

07 575 4855

CHT Royal Oak
23A Mt Smart Road
Royal Oak 1061

09 636 6211

CHT Acacia Park
134 Hamurana Road
Omokoroa 3114

07 548 0400

CHT Waiuku
14 Waimanawa Lane
Waiuku 2123

09 235 6955

CHT Te Awamutu
414 Swarbrick Drive
Te Awamutu 3800

07 214 2010

CHT Amberlea
665 Mahurangi East Rd
Algies Bay 0920

09 425 5017

CHT Carnarvon
20 Lincoln Road
Henderson 0610

09 838 8348

CHT Head Office 97 Great South Rd Greenlane 1051 | Tel: 09 522 4585 | www.cht.co.nz

